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Figure 1: Texture coordinate perturbations (texture sliding)
reduce shape inference errors: ground truth (blue), predic-
tion (orange).

1. Introduction

Since machine learning models (like neural networks)
are trained to generalize to unseen data, regularization is
important for reducing overfitting, see e.g. [41]. However,
regularization also removes some of the high variance char-
acteristic of much of the physical world. Even though high-
quality ground truth data can be collected or generated to
reflect the desired complexity of the outputs, regularization
will inevitably smooth model predictions. Rather than at-
tempting to directly infer high-frequency features, we alter-
natively propose to learn a low-frequency space in which
such features can be embedded.

We focus on the specific task of adding high-frequency
wrinkles to virtual clothing, noting that the idea of learn-
ing a low-frequency embedding may be generalized to other
tasks. Because cloth wrinkles/folds are high-frequency fea-
tures, existing deep neural networks (DNNs) trained to
infer cloth shape tend to predict overly smooth meshes
[1, 22, 25, 29, 40]. Rather than attempting to amend such
errors directly, we perturb texture so that the rendered cloth

mesh appears to more closely match the ground truth. See
Figure 1. Then given texture perturbations from at least two
unique camera views, 3D geometry can be accurately recon-
structed [19] to recover high-frequency wrinkles. Similarly,
for AR/VR applications, correcting visual appearance from
two views (one for each eye) is enough to allow the viewer
to accurately discern 3D geometry.

Our proposed texture coordinate perturbations are highly
dependent on the camera view. Thus, we demonstrate that
one can train a separate machine learning model, like sup-
port vector regression (SVR), and texture sliding neural net-
work (TSNN), for each of a finite number of cameras laid
out into an array and use nearby models to interpolate re-
sults valid for any view enveloped by the array. The input
of our machine learning models is the joint angles of the
human skeleton pose θ (similar to [22]), and the output of
our machine learning models is the per-vertex (or per-pixel)
displacement of texture coordinate d(θ).

Although an approach similar in spirit might be pursued
for various lighting conditions, this limitation is left as fu-
ture work since there are a great deal of applications where
the light is ambient/diffuse/non-directional/etc. In such sit-
uations, this further complication may be ignored without
significant repercussion.

2. Related Work

While physically-based cloth simulation has matured as
a field over the last few decades [8, 9, 42], data-driven meth-
ods are attractive for many applications. There is a rich
body of work in reconstructing cloth from multiple views or
3D scans, see e.g. [7, 15, 44]. More recently, optimization-
based methods have been used to generate higher resolution
reconstructions [20, 35, 46, 48]. Some of the most inter-
esting work focuses on reconstructing the body and cloth
separately [6, 30, 49, 51].

With advances in deep learning, one can aim to recon-
struct 3D cloth meshes from single views. A number of
approaches reconstruct a joint cloth/body mesh from a sin-
gle RGB image [1, 4, 29, 39], RGB-D image [50], or video
[2, 3, 18, 47]. To reduce the dimensionality of the output
space, DNNs are often trained to predict the pose/shape
parameters of human body models such as SCAPE [5] or
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SMPL [26] (see also [33]). [1, 2, 3] predict SMPL model
parameters along with per-vertex offsets to add details, and
[4] refines the mesh using the network proposed in [21].
[18, 29, 43] leverage predicted pose information to infer
shape. Estimating shape from silhouettes given an RGB im-
age has also been explored [12, 13, 29]. When only the gar-
ment shape is predicted, a number of recent works output
predictions in UV space to represent geometric information
as pixels [11, 22, 25], although others [17, 40] define loss
functions directly in terms of the 3D cloth vertices.

Cloth realism can be improved by introducing wrinkles
and folds. In the graphics community, researchers have ex-
plored both procedural and data-driven methods for gener-
ating wrinkles [28, 38, 45]. Other works add real-world
wrinkles as a postprocessing step to improve smooth cap-
tured cloth: [36] extracts the edges of cloth folds and then
applies space-time deformations, [37] solves for shape de-
formations directly by optimizing over all frames of a video
sequence. Recently, [25] used a conditional Generative Ad-
versarial Network [27] to generate normal maps as proxies
for wrinkles on captured cloth.

3. Dataset Generation
Given an input pose θ, we can generate the cloth mesh

of this pose either by physically-based simulation [14] or
data-driven method [22]. We call the simulation cloth mesh
‘ground truth’ and the data-driven cloth mesh ‘inferred’.
Then we generate our dataset by sliding the texture coor-
dinate on the inferred cloth to make the inferred cloth vi-
sually resembles ground truth from a specific camera view.
Specifically, the dataset is generated for supervised learn-
ing. The input feature is the rotation matrix of each joint
in the skeleton pose (denote as θ), and the output variable
is the texture coordinate displacement of the cloth after tex-
ture sliding from camera view vp (denote as dvp(θ)). We
formulate our dataset generation process below.

Let C = {X,T} be a cloth triangulated surface with n
vertices X ∈ R3n and texture coordinates T ∈ R2n. We as-
sume that mesh connectivity remains fixed throughout. The
ground truth cloth mesh CG(θ) = {XG(θ), TG} depends
on the pose θ. Given a pre-trained DNN (we use the net-
work from [22]), the inferred cloth CN (θ) = {XN (θ), TG}
is also a function of the pose θ. Our objective is to replace
the ground truth texture coordinates TG with perturbed tex-
ture coordinates TN (θ, v), i.e. to compute C ′N (θ, v) =
{XN (θ), TN (θ, v)} where TN (θ, v) depends on both the
pose θ and the view v. Even though TN (θ, v) is in principle
valid for all v using interpolation, training data TN (θ, vp) is
only required for a finite number of camera views vp. For
each camera p, we also only require training data for finite
number of poses θk, i.e. we require TN (θk, vp), which is
computed from TG using XG(θk), XN (θk), and vp.

We project texture coordinates to the inferred cloth ver-

tices XN (θk) from the ground truth cloth mesh CG(θk)
using ray intersection. For each inferred cloth vertex in
XN (θk), we cast a ray from camera p’s aperture through
the vertex and find the first intersection with the ground
truth mesh CG(θk); subsequently, TG is barycentrically in-
terpolated to the point of intersection and assigned to the
inferred cloth vertex as its TN (θk, vp) value. See Figure
2. Rays are only cast for inferred cloth vertices that have
at least one incident triangle with a nonzero area subregion
visible to camera p. Also, a ground truth texture coordinate
value is only assigned to an inferred cloth vertex when the
point of intersection with the ground truth mesh is visible to
camera p. We store and learn texture coordinate displace-
ments dvp(θk) = TN (θk, vp) − TG. After this procedure,
any remaining vertices of the inferred cloth that have not
been assigned dvp(θk) values are treated as occluded.

Figure 2: Illustration of the ray intersection method for
transferring texture coordinates to the inferred cloth from
the ground truth cloth. Texture coordinates for the inferred
cloth vertex (red cross) are interpolated from the ground
truth mesh to the point of ray intersection (red circle).

Some vertices of the inferred cloth mesh remain unas-
signed with dvp(θk) = 0 after executing the algorithm
above. This creates a discontinuity in dvp(θk) which ex-
cites high frequencies that require a more complex machine
learning model to capture. In order to alleviate demands
on the model, we smooth dvp(θk) as follows. First, we
use the Fast Marching Method on triangulated surfaces [23]
to generate a signed distance field. Then, we extrapolate
dvp(θk) normal to the distance field into the unassigned re-
gion, see e.g. [31]. Finally, a bit of averaging is used to
provide smoothness, while keeping the assigned values of
dvp(θk) unchanged. Alternatively, one could solve a Pois-
son equation as in [10] while using the assigned dvp(θk) as
Dirichlet boundary conditions.

The inferred cloth data we chose to correct are predic-
tions of the T-shirt meshes from [22], each of which con-
tains 2969 vertices. The dataset spans 9161 different poses



generated from a scanned garment using physically-based
simulation [14]. To improve the resolution, we up-sampled
each cloth mesh by subdividing each triangle into four sub-
triangles. Notably, our texture sliding approach can be used
to augment the results of any dataset for which ground truth
and inferred training examples are available. Moreover, it is
trivial to increase the resolution of any such dataset sim-
ply by subdividing triangles. Note that perturbations of
the subdivided geometry are unnecessary, as we merely de-
sire more sample points. Finally, we applied an 80-10-10
training-validation-test set split.

4. Methods
A separate machine learning model is trained for each

camera p; thus, we drop the vp notation in this section. We
reiterate our input and output of machine learning models
here for clarity: The input feature is the rotation matrix of
each joint in the skeleton pose (denote as θ), and the output
variable is the texture coordinate displacement of the cloth
after texture sliding from a specific camera view (denote as
d(θ)), so it is a regression problem. We trained two differ-
ent machine learning regressors. One is multivariate Sup-
port Vector Regression (SVR) with Gaussian kernel, and
the other is Texture Sliding Neural Network (TSNN). We
introduce these two methods below in detail.

4.1. Support Vector Regression

We first try a traditional machine learning model: Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), and use SVM for regression
problems. We call it Support Vector Regression (SVR). The
loss function we use is similar to hinge loss for classifica-
tion. We define a bandwidth with width equals to ε. Any
target variables that lie in the bandwidth of trained regressor
will have zero loss. Otherwise a linear loss will be added.
This loss is called ε-insensitive loss and is defined over all
poses θk in the training set, formulated as

L =
∑
θk

{
0, if ‖d(θk)− d̂(θk)‖2 ≤ ε
‖d(θk)− d̂(θk)‖2 − ε otherwise

(1)
to minimize the difference between the desired displace-
ments d(θk) and predicted displacements d̂(θk).

We also add kernel tricks to the regressor to add nonlin-
earity. Gaussian function is used as our kernel function. L2
regularization is also added to prevent overfitting.

For SVR, the input vector θ is the flattened 3×3 rotation
matrices of 10 joints, which is a 90 dimensional vector. The
output texture coordinate displacement d(θ) is represented
as a per-vertex fashion, i.e., storing the UV displacements
of each vertex. Thus, the output is a 2969×2 matrix, where
2969 is the number of vertices, and 2 is the displacements in
U and V coordinate respectively. We flatten the matrix into

a 5938 dimensional vector, so our multivariate SVR maps
90 dimensional input to a 5938 dimensional output.

Note that for the multivariate SVR, each element in the
output is trained independently (having its own parameters
w, b). It is very similar to a fully connected neural network
with no hidden layer, where the output data has no spatial
coherency. Thus, as shown in the Section 5.2, multivariate
SVR performs very poorly in predicting texture coordinate
displacement (where spatial coherency is very important).

Figure 3: Texture sliding neural network (TSNN) architec-
ture.

4.2. Texture Sliding Neural Network

To deal with spatial coherency and get better accuracy,
we design a neural network called Texture Sliding Neural
Network (TSNN) to do prediction. We use mean squared
loss as our loss function. Similar to SVR, the loss is defined
over all poses θk in the training set

L =
∑
θk

∥∥∥d(θk)− d̂(θk)∥∥∥
2

(2)

to minimize the difference between the desired displace-
ments d(θk) and predicted displacements d̂(θk).

We adopt the paradigm similar to [22] to rasterize dis-
placements on vertices into image, making it possible to
use CNN to do predictions on mesh structure. The displace-
ments d(θk) are stored as pixel-based cloth images for the
front and back sides of the T-shirt, though we still output
per-vertex texture coordinate displacements in UV space.
See Figure 3 for an overview of the network architecture.
Given input 90 dimensional vector, TSNN applies a series
of transpose convolution, batch normalization, and ReLU
activation layers to upsample the input to 512 × 512 × 4.
The first two dimensions of the output tensor represent the
predicted displacements for the front side of the T-shirt, and
the remaining two dimensions represent those for the back
side.



5. Experiments and Results

We experiment and evaluate our method in three parts: in
Section 5.1, we evaluate our dataset generation method by
proving the efficacy of texture sliding approach; in Section
5.2, we evaluate our machine learning models, giving quan-
titative and qualitative results; in Section 5.3, we present
one promising application of our ML model: 3D recon-
struction of cloth with high frequency geometry.

5.1. Dataset Generation Evaluation

We measure texture coordinate errors in a per-pixel fash-
ion comparing between the ground truth and inferred cloth
at the center of each pixel. Figure 4a shows results typical
for cloth inferred using the network from [22], and Figure
4b shows the highly improved results obtained on the same
inferred geometry using our texture sliding approach (with
1 level of subdivision). Note that the vast majority of the
errors in Figure 4b occur near the wrinkles where the non-
linearities are most prevalent. In Figure 4c, we deform the
vertices of the inferred cloth mesh so that they lie exactly
on the ground truth mesh in order to mimic a two-step ap-
proach [40]. Note how our error metric captures the still
rather large errors in the material coordinates (and thus cloth
vertex positions) in spite of the mesh in Figure 4c appear-
ing to have the same wrinkles and folds of the ground truth
mesh.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Per-pixel texture coordinate errors before (a) and
after (b) applying texture sliding to the inferred cloth output
by the network of [22]. The result of a two-step process (c)
may well match the ground truth in a visual sense, whilst
still having quite large errors in material coordinates. Blue
= 0, red ≥ 0.04.

Figure 5 illustrates the efficacy of subdividing the cloth
mesh to get more samples for texture sliding. The partic-
ular ground truth cloth wrinkle shown in Figure 5e is not
captured by the inferred cloth geometry shown in Figure
5a. The texture sliding result shown in Figure 5b better rep-
resents the ground truth cloth. Figures 5c and 5d show how
subdividing the inferred cloth mesh one and two times (re-
spectively) progressively alleviates errors emanating from

the linearity assumption. Table 1 shows quantitative re-
sults comparing the inferred cloth to texture sliding with
and without subdivision.

Method SqrtMSE (×10−3)
Inferred 24.496 ± 6.9536

TS 5.2662 ± 2.2320
TS + subdivision 3.5645 ± 1.6617

Table 1: Per-pixel square root of mean squared error
(SqrtMSE) for the entire dataset.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5: As the inferred cloth mesh (a) is subdivided, tex-
ture sliding (b-d) moves the appearance of the inferred mesh
closer to the ground truth (e).

5.2. ML Model Evaluation

For machine learning model evaluation, we include both
qualitative and quantitative results. For qualitative results,
we show the texture sliding results in generated dataset, the
texture sliding predicted by our machine learning models,
and the texture coordinate error between model prediction
and ground truth cloth. For quantitative results, we use
the error metric same as equation 2, which computes the
square-root mean squared error (SqrtMSE) between model
prediction and ground truth.

We first evaluate our traditional SVR model. We use the
built-in Support Vector Regression model in Sklearn [34]
to do regression. Gaussian kernel and L2 Regularization
is used. For Gaussian kernel, we set σ = 0.1. The regu-
larization coefficient C is set to 103. The bandwidth ε in
the loss function is set to 0.1. As mentioned above, due to
no spatial coherency, SVR peforms very poorly on predict-
ing displacements. The second row of Table 2 shows that
the per-pixel SqrtMSE loss is even higher than the inferred
cloth (with zero texture coordinate displacement). By see-
ing the qualitative result produced by SVR, we notice that
the texture is totally disrupted, leading to a very high error.
Due to the space limit, we do not include the bad qualitative
results of SVR in this report.

We then evaluate our TSNN. The network was trained
using the Adam optimizer [24] with a 10−3 learning rate
in PyTorch [32]. We trained multiple networks to test the
performance of TSNN in different scenarios. One thing we



experimented is subdivision on the dataset. We generated
three sets of dataset, with no subdivision, 1 time subdivi-
sion and 2 times subdivision respectively, and trained net-
works on these different datasets. The other thing we ex-
perimented is the output layer of the TSNN. We changed the
output layer of TSNN from 512×512×4 to 1024×1024×4,
and did some modification to the network architecture.
Then we trained this new network on 1 time subdivision
dataset and 2 times subdivision dataset to see if there is any
improvement. Table 2 shows quantitative results compar-
ing the inferred cloth to TSNN results with different lev-
els of subdivision and different output resolution. Figure 6
shows some typical qualitative results on test set, including
the per-pixel errors in predicted texture coordinates. We can
see that while the TSNN is able to recover the majority of
the shirt, it struggles near wrinkles.

(a) Ĉ′
N

(b) C′
N

(c) Error

Figure 6: Some typical test set example predictions. The
per-pixel errors are shown in (c) (blue = 0, red ≥ 0.04).

ML Model SqrtMSE (×10−3)
Inferred 24.871 ± 7.0613

SVR 51.848 ± 4.1035
TSNN 13.335 ± 4.2924

TSNN + subdivision 13.591 ± 4.5194
TSNN + 2× subdivision 13.506 ± 4.6745

TSNN (1024) + subdivision 16.243 ± 6.1372
TSNN (1024) + 2× subdivision 13.418 ± 4.7268

Table 2: Per-pixel SqrtMSE for the test set. SVR performs
very poorly on prediction. For TSNN, multiple neural net-
works including different output resolution and different
times subdivision are trained and tested.

5.3. 3D Reconstruction

In this section, we present a promising application of
our trained TSNN: 3D reconstruction. Given TSNN trained
on at least two camera views, we can reconstruct the high-
frequency 3D cloth geometry by triangulation [19] using

texture sliding information. In order to reconstruct the 3D
position of a vertex of the ground truth mesh, we take the
usual approach of finding rays that pass through that ver-
tex and the camera aperture for a number of cameras. Then
given at least two rays, one can triangulate a 3D point that
is minimal distance from all the rays. After triangulation,
the mesh is still noisy, so we apply a physically-based post-
processing [16] to the mesh to smooth the result. Figure 7
shows the 3D reconstruction of four test set examples us-
ing TSNN, compared to the ground truth and inferred cloth
mesh.

(a) GT

(b) Infer

(c) TSNN

Figure 7: Comparison of the ground truth cloth (a) and in-
ferred cloth (b) to the 3D reconstructions obtained using
TSNN (c). To remove reconstruction noise generated by
network inference errors in (c), we used the postprocess
from [16]; although, there are many other smoothing op-
tions in the literature that one might also consider.

6. Conclusion

We present a technique called texture sliding that can re-
cover high frequency information (which is lost due to reg-
ularization/interpolation of machine learning models) from
overly smoothed inferred cloth mesh. We propose two dif-
ferent machine learning models: SVR and TSNN, to learn
texture sliding from data. From experiments, we found that
TSNN can recover the majority of the shirt with low error.
We also used triangulation to reconstruct 3D high frequency
cloth geometry from texture sliding information predicted
from TSNN.

As future work, we plan on continuing experimenting
with the network architecture, the size of the image used
in the CNN, the smoothing methods near occlusion bound-
aries, the amount of subdivision, etc. In addition, it would
be interesting to consider more savvy multiview 3D recon-
struction methods (particularly ones that employ DNNs;
then, one might train the whole process end-to-end).



7. Contribution and Code
Most of the work in this report is imple-

mented by Yongxu, except two: the Fast March-
ing Method in dataset generation is implemented
by Jane Wu, and the 3D reconstruction in the ex-
periment section is implemented by Zhenglin Geng.
The source code of this project can be found at:
https://github.com/jinyx728/CS229. The
Arxiv version of this work will release soon. I would like
to thank Prof. Ron Fedkiw, Jane Wu and Zhenglin Geng
for their guidance on this project.
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